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EVOLVE IP’S
HITRUST CERTIFICATION

DATA SHEET

More than 90 organizations 
currently require their business 
associates to be HITRUST CSF 
certified to ensure they can safely 
handle PHI.

The HITRUST CSF is the healthcare 

industry’s leading security control 

framework. Evolve IP’s certification 

provides assurance that we maintain, 

transmit, and manage PHI in a 

secure and continuously improving 

environment.

The HITRUST Common Security Framework (CSF) was developed by lead-

ing healthcare and IT professionals. The CSF leverages multiple standards 

to provide an efficient and prescriptive framework for ensuring compliance 

with HIPAA. This framework harmonizes and cross-references over 20 glob-

ally-recognized standards, including: HIPAA, HITECH, NIST, ISO, PCI, FTC, 

COBIT, Sarbanes-Oxley, Europe’s GDPR, and various state regulations. 

Communications and Computing Security

HITRUST has certified our Evolve Cloud East (Philadelphia, PA) and Evolve 

Cloud West (Las Vegas, NV) infrastructure, confirming that we provide our 

cloud computing and cloud communications services in a secure and reliable 

environment. Certification also acknowledges that Evolve IP adheres to the 

highest security standards for electronic protected health information (PHI). 

Here’s why it matters to our clients:

1. HITRUST certification illustrates a commitment to compliance 
and security

3rd party auditors have confirmed that Evolve IP’s system of continuous 

review and improvement effectively protects against emerging threats 

and cyberattacks. This certification is far superior to the commonly known 

SOC II and SOC III reports.

2. HITRUST is respected across the healthcare industry

HITRUST is the most widely used security framework in the US healthcare 

industry and has been adopted by 83% of hospitals and healthcare 

providers.

3. Many business associates are required to get HITRUST 
certified: Evolve IP can help

As a provider of solutions and infrastructure, Evolve IP is able to provide 

world-class services that are compatible with your HITRUST standards, 

or can help streamline the process of attaining your own HITRUST 

certification by up to 70%.

DID YOU KNOW?
• 5 major healthcare payers 

require their business associates 
to comply with the HITRUST CSF 

• Evolve IP’s cloud infrastructure 
can help enable and accelerate 
customers’ path to HITRUST 
certification – reducing the 
burden by 60-70%

• HITRUST is the most widely 
adopted security framework in 
the healthcare industry

• HITRUST certification requires 
commitment to a culture of 
security


